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iF'TER WARDS
effort, be it offensive or defensive, is impelling to the point
of hysteria; the apparent security of peace is to many a
sedative, perhaps even a habit-forming drug. Yet the
problems of peace are more important, more complex, and
more difficult than the problems of war.

There are fortunately many people-a large number
but a small percentage-who are giving their best efforts,
with no time and a half for overtime, to preparation for
the period of "reconstruction." This word is badly chosen
for there will not be a period of "reconstruction" but there
will be a period of new construction. Much that has been
lost is gone beyond reclaim. There is not a Christopher
Wren church left undamaged in the city of London. They
may be rebuilt, though that is doubtful, but a certain value
of the original has been destroyed utterly. The slums of
the London water fronts had better not be "reconstructed"
with the filth and penury and degradation which they
housed.

But that is in London-and Warsaw and Coventry and
Berlin and a thousand towns and cities of Europe. New
York has not been bombed and therefore this is not our
problem. Possibly that might have been true at one' time,
but not now. When your neighbor's house burns, you
stand some fraction of the loss through insurance pre-
miums, cost of fire protection and taxes. This war reacts on
us whether or not we ever use a bean-shooter as a weapon
or smell the smoke of powder on our shores.

So, ultimately, there must be a "construction" period,
for us as well as for Europe. Objectively there is much
to be replaced and the engineer obviously will play an
important role in selecting the best materials and design
to meet the needs of a world which has spent its substance
in riotous warfare.

Curiously enough-or perhaps it would be better to say,
obviously,-the engineer does not seem to be much dis-
turbed by this problem. It is a very significant fact~and
there is no doubt that it is a fact-that technologists, fully
aware of the problems which confront them, are confident
that skill, _ingenuity and plain every-day hard work can
overcome any probable obstacles. No engineer is quite so
conceited as to imagine that he is elected to be the savior
of society. No member of the profession from freshman
student to successful alumnus can avoid his proper share
of the responsibility which his natural aptitudes and train-
ing have placed upon him.

The opportunities of "total peace" are even greater than
the transient demands of "total war."

vfe
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DEAN

GOWDY

Everyone else is talking about war. Let's talk about
peace.

"Total war"-"total peace."
Total war does not mean just that one is likely to be

killed at home as well as in the trenches. It does not mean
just that bombs may strike churches as well as forts. Total
war is the completely concerted action of a nation, employ-
ing its population and utilizing its resources primarily for
military ends. In the same measure that a war is total, to
the same extent all members of the nation are fighting.
The spread of casualty to civilian population is more the
result of the methods of modern warfare than an inherent
part of total war. And it is because modern warfare re-
quires such great quantities of equipment and supplies, and
produces catastrophic destruction that it is necessary for
the major effort of an entire nation to be devoted directly
or indirectly to military work.

"Total peace" is not a condition which will follow auto-
matically and immediately when a treaty may some day be
signed. It might be defined by antithesis to "total war" as
the completely concerted action of a nation providing its
population with employment and making available its
resources primarily for constructive and beneficial ends.
There is sufficient latitude in the definition of these last
two adjectives that one may adjust them to meet his own
political persuasions and sociological policies. The impor-
tant thing is that war and peace differ diametrically in
their objectives; the one is destructive, the other is con-
structive.

It is not too soon to begin to think about peace. Whether
it comes tomorrow or years hence it will find the world,
'nations, and individuals unprepared for it. The end of
war may very likely come more suddenly than it began.
The demands of war are more definite and predictable
than the requirements of peace. The motivation for war
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TWENTY YEARS OF CO-EPS
DOUGLAS VEST

CH.E. '42

ALL of this stray talk about woman's place being The types of work which occupied the co-
in the home should be spoken cautiously and operative work periods of the co-eps ranged from

should be followed by a question mark, for the selling in department stores to skillfully manipu-
co-eps have just completed twenty years of giving lating crowbars and hauling lumber; and the
a feminine touch to the Engine School. Before gals (please pardon the colloquialism) in the
proceeding, let us explain that the word "co-ep" present class think (or at least they state) that
is a clever contraction of the words "co-op" and they work like slaves.
"co-ed", or may be explained more simply as the
feminine gender of "co-op".

Although there had been numerous inquiries BARS WERE LET DOWN
about the possibilities of women students being
allowed to register in the co-operative courses, it
was not· until Miss Anna McFarland a member As soon as the bars were let down to include
of the Business Women's Club and a friend of women in the regular chemical and commercial
Miss Teasdale, requested that her niece, Miss courses, the women were put on the same basis as
Ruth McFarland, be allowed to register, that the men, both at schoo! and on the outside work.
Dean Schneider gave the question serious con- ~t the ~tart of the th.Ird ~ear, two new courses
sideration. Realizing the possibilities for trained ~n architecture and. dIetet:cs were formed on a
women in industry, the Dean granted permission t~ree-year co-o.pbasI~. ThIS extension of the cur-
for women to enter the chemical and commercial r iculurn was timely Indeed, and brought quite a
Pl1O"inpprillO" (l{)l1r~p~ few reinforcements for the current small group.

In the first year of the new courses, the number
of potential dieticians and architects exceeded the
older group of chemicals and commercials.

The curriculum for the girls was very much
like that for the men, except that the courses in
mechanics and military drill were eliminated;
even so, there were questions in the minds of the
plucky co-eps as to the type of soldiers they could
become-hence the password "Remember Molly
Pitcher?"

While this "intrusion" was going on, the hardy
co-ops felt very peeved that a strictly male insti-
tution was being invaded by a group of young
ladies who found that rather broad shoulders were
necessary to bear up the title of "Co-ep." The
women students were given much the same
"hearty" welcome which the co-ops received from

The first class of co-cps consisted of seven girls, the rest of the student body when they first started
four of whom survived the first year. The next on their long trek. In a man's college their advent
year brought four more co-eps and brought the was hailed in numerous essays and editorials as
total female enrollment up to the count of five "The Co-ep Peril."
chemical and three commercial engineers. An The co-ops, however, must have softened their
elaborate composite of hardships made "tough cruel hearts at the patient attempts of the girls,
sledding" for the girls, and the main methods of for after a score of years they have made known
gaining distinction seemed to be by making higher their presence in the college in a very convincing
grades than the men and by talking themselves up. manner. Early support of the new system for

4 THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER
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women students was provided by the Business and
Professional Women's Club, which did much to
sell the idea of co-operative study to employers.

With due respect to the girls, they wasted no
time in getting started in extra-curricular activi-
ties, for in November of 1920, the first freshman
class of girls in the college organized the Co-ep
Club, whose existence is very much a material

-their advent was
hailed as the "Co-
ep Peril"

fact to this day. It was composed originally of the
engineers, but later came to embrace the dieticians
and architects. The club finally grew to such an
extent that the Chern-Commerce Club, the Applied
Fine Arts Club, and the Nutrition Club became
more or less subsidiaries of the original Co-ep
Club.

Although the engineering co-eps were all eligi-
ble for membership in the Chern-Commerce Club,
the dieticians got together and formed the Nutri-
tion Club-the rulers of the Woman's Building
and the kitchen range. Even these girls spent part
of their school time in making inspection trips
(men always went along-probably because they
felt sorry for the ladies). The reports of these
trips were submitted in the form of stories, letters,
motion pictures-and even one in the form of a
fairy tale!

Speaking of cooking, the Co-ep Club gets to-
gether for a banquet each spring when traditional
skits and awards are presented. Few of the
present members, however, realize that Dean
Schneider paid for the first of these dinners. Until
his duties as President prevented him from com-
ing, he was one of the most enthusiastic guests
at these banquets, and proved to be a guiding light
in starting many of the activities of the new
students.

The fact that numerous honoraries were open
to membership for men aroused a bit of jealousy
on the part of the fairer students. Hence, Pi Chi
Epsilon was founded on the University campus
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in 1924 for commerce women. In the days of
pioneering, this organization helped to present the
advantages of the co-operative course by founding
a candy stand (located in Baldwin Hall at the
present time) and by using the receipts to present
scholarships to deserving high school graduates
who were interested in entering the college.

The life of the co-eps may be illustrated by an
excerpt from the COOPERATIVE ENGINEER of De-
cember, 1924: "Be considerate of the Co-eps, is
our appeal. Be quick to encourage and slow to
criticize. If you find a vanity in your can of
Crisco, understand that some poor 'Chemical Co-ep
was awkward for the first day of work. (And
be sure to return the misplaced article, for some
poor dear is lost without her powder.) And if
you feel more- or less poisoned after eating a salad
in a certain i'large cafeteria, consider that some
poor 'Nutrition' has not yet learned to differen-
tiate between mayonnaise and silver polish. Die
if you must, but please do not blame the Co-ep.
She might be discouraged if she heard that her
first efforts had caused a death.

"And if you survive, please remember our
earnest plea. Be considerate of the Co-eps."

The writer is inclined to leave you with the
thoughts that things are not like that now, that
said writer has insulted the co-ops in that he was
too kind in some of his statements about the
co-eps, and that both co-eps and co-ops join in
saluting Mrs. Marjorie Stewart Palmer, Coordi-
nator for Women, about whom the co-eps say,
"For the potential and actual successes of our

-some pOO?" ch.erni-

cal Co-ep was
anolcuiard. , ...

women students, we shall be forever indebted to
Mrs. Palmer-indebted for her tireless devotion
to her extremely difficult and highly successful
task of securing positions for co-eps and graduates
so that this experience might give them an added
and invaluable premium, and indebted for the
example of her poise, her self-assurance, and
never-failing interest."
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c. HARRISON DWIGHT
Assistant Professor of Physics

LET'S TALK ABOUT THE WEATHER

Dr. Dwight, long interested in meteor-
ology, earned his master's degree at
the University of Chicago and his
doctorate at u. C. by doing research
in atmospheric electricity, and later
received a research grant from the
Carnegie Institution for field work on
this subject. He teaches an evening
course in meteorology as part of
U. C:s Civilian Pilot Training Program
and he conducts a course for senior

aeronautical engineers.

OF all the phenomena with which the physical
sciences have to deal it would seem at first

thought that the changes in the earth's atmosphere
would be the most elusive, and that it would be
hopeless to try to reconcile them with precise phy-
sical laws. The beginner in phy-
sics has his hands and his brain
full enough wrestling with the
simple laws of mechanics and
heat as they are applied to such
"ideal" systems as rigid. bodies,
homogeneous materials, and
fluids that are confined within
carefully prescribed channels.
How are these laws to be applied
to a vast shell of gas and water
vapor, unequally heated by the
sun throughout the day and year,
of changing density, and stirred
by both vertical and horizontal
currents? To make study yet more difficult, this
shell of gas rotates eastward with the earth below
it, influenced by the terrestrial surface to a marked
degree depending upon the presence of water or
type of land. The rotary motion brings about
modifications of the vertical and horizontal cur-
rents in the atmosphere, and hence affects tem-
perature distribution. Ever and anon conditions
become so unusual that a "storm" appears, spread-
ing menacing wings over hundreds of square miles
of ocean or countryside, and leaving destruction
in its path.

In spite of the complexity of the problems pre-
sented by the physics of the air, the United States
Weather Bureau has developed a system for as-
sembling and recording atmospheric data that not
only permits a ready interpretation of the latter
pictorially and in words, but also renders possible
the issuance of forecasts accurate in a great ma-
jority of cases. Careful study of the records cov-
ering many years and a comparison with the re-
lated forecasts indicate that the latter have been
correct some ninety percent of the time. Had Mark
Twain known of the modern methods, he might
have remarked, "A lot of people talk about the
weather, and a few men do something about it!"

The solution of the problem of the weather con-
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sists of three separate procedures, the first of
which obviously involves the obtaining, through
the aid of nearly eight hundred reporting stations,
of simultaneous readings of the weather elements
over the entire continent of North America and the

West Indies. The sky is observed,
the kind of clouds and presence of
thunderstorms, fog, whirlwinds,
and smoke, are noted, the atmo-
spheric pressure is read and cor-
rected for sea level, the velocity
and intensity of the wind are
observed, as well as the amount
of rain or snow, the temperature
and moisture content of the air
are measured, and any changes
that have recently occurred in
pressure and temperature are
scrupulously noticed. The sec-
ond phase of the work of the

Weather Bureau consists in preparing the
observed data in condensed form for telegraph-
ing in cipher to collection centers at Chicago and
New York, there to be duplicated and sent to in-
dividual offices of the Bureau. Besides the collec-
tion of reports by telegraph, many are sent in by
teletype along the major airways to district fore-
cast centers. At each Weather Bureau office the
messages are translated as fast as they are re-
ceived, and the conditions described at the several
observation points are placed in numbers and sym-
bols about the appropriate "station circle" on the
outline base map which covers the entire field of
observation. When all the information has been
recorded on the base map, smooth curves are
drawn through points of equal barometric pres-
sure and through points of equal temperature.
These curves are known respectively as "isobars"
and "isotherms." In less than two hours from the
time the observations were made at the' several
stations, the map is completed, and the meteorol-
ogists are able to give out information regarding
the weather conditions at almost any place in con-
tinental United States.

The third step in the solution of the problem is
the preparation of the forecast, ali operation which
is more complicated than the mere description of

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



present weather. The accurate "synoptic" picture
of country-wide conditions given by the map must
now be compared with those representing the con-
ditions over the same area twelve or twenty-four
hours previously. The changes that have taken
place ar.e often of profound significance, and in-
clude shifts of wind in direction and intensity,
variations of temperature, pressure, and moisture
content, and movements of whole regions of high
and low pressure. The forecaster must imagine
what conditions will obtain one or more days in
,the future, taking into account to the best of his
knowledge the local factors which he has found
from experience to modify events under similar
situations in the past. We shall discuss forecast-
ing more in detail later 011 in this article.

The layman who knows of the activities of the
Weather Bureau chiefly through the forecasts and
the map in his daily newspaper has little or no
idea .of the tremendous scope of the service ren-
dered the country at large, or a realization of the
diversity of the interests of the groups making
use of the data and forecasts. Broadly speaking,
the Weather Bureau serves as an aid to commerce,
agriculture, navigation, and aviation. Through
special bulletins it informs transportation com-
panies of impending blizzards, floods, and "heat
waves"; it warns farmers of drought conditions,
frosts, and excessive rainfall; it tells mariners
directly of the approach of hurricanes and North-
easters, and indirectly through information on the
Pilot Charts published by the Hydrographic Office
of the Navy Department keeps them informed of
wind tendencies, storm areas, ocean currents, and
other topics of importance; and it cooperates with
the meteorologists of the air transport companies
so that safe and successful flight .schedules may
be.maintained. The Weather Bureau also conducts
a climatological service and an instrument divi-
sion. Bankers who want to know whether or not
to loan money to cattlemen before stock are ship-
ped to market, fruit-growers who must not lose
their crops because of killing frosts, fire wardens
who need information regarding unduly dry and
sultry conditions in the 'deep woods, merchants
who can profit from a knowledge of an impending
change in the weather, motion picture producers
who require a constancy of good weather-these
all have come to rely on the meteorologist in times
of perplexity. During wartime, a knowledge, of
the weather is of great importance to both sides
and accurate, forecasts are essential to asuccess-
ful attack upon the enemy by air and sea. Trans-
oceanic flight would be hazardous in the ,extreme
without the assurance that the weather would be
favorable during the period of the proposed trip.

OCTOBER. 1941

The author and his cloud chamber.

In the part of the Great War prior to the
Armistice, the tight little country of Norway was
a virtual laboratory for the study of meteorology.
Cut off from the outer world, and broadside to
the sweep of the North Atlantic, she served as an
experimental project of great promise. Under the
direction of Professor Bjerknes and his coworkers
the weather observation posts were increased from
less than a dozen to nearly one hundred, and a
reliable system of communication was established
among them. Great bodies of air known as "air
masses," having very uniform properties as to
temperature and moisture content throughout
their volume" could be followed over the country,
and their courses predicted roughly from a study
of the changes in the winds, precipitation, cloud
forms, temperature, and pressure. Bands of rain
extending for miles across the land gave indication
of the mixture of 'different kinds of air. These
bands were called "fronts," and were conceived
to be the intersection with the plane of the ground
of great inclined surfaces of discontinuity in the
atmosphere where dissimilar air masses were in
close contact. When a cold and probably dry mass
of air overtook a body of retreating warm and
moist air, there was a "cold front," the lighter,
warmer air, being forced up from the ground by
the denser and colder air. When warm, moist air
overtook and overran a wedge of colder air, a
"warm front" occurred. In each case there was a
decided tendency for the formation of clouds and
precipitation, the kind and position of each de-
pending upon the type of front. With the passage
of a front there were found to be a wind shift, a
discontinuity in the isobars, and a change of
temperature. Observations of conditions aloft
(called "aerological soundings") by kites, balloons
and airplanes for the first time brought in a third
dimension to weather science. '

The most approved methods for obtaining
soundings of the upper air are the airplane and
the radio-meteorograph (or "radiosonde"): Each

7



-Courtesy Dr. George S. Bliss, }Y[cteoro{ogist, U. S. 1.,Veather Bureau.

A Typical Weathe1" IIIo.p for the United States.

day aviators ascend from certain stations of the
Weather Bureau and army and navy stations car-
rying recording instruments to an elevation of
over three miles. We have learned much from
these flights into the upper air and the informa-
tion has been put to use in forecasts and in advice
to pilots on commercial airlines. A generalized
mapping of the upper regions is now a routine
matter with the Weather Bureau. Speedy as it is,
the airplane cannot compete with wireless com-
munication, and the radiosonde is coming more
and more into use to complement the airplane
records and to provide very rapid reception of
aerological data. These ingenious instruments are
essentially miniature broadcasting stations which
are carried aloft by balloons and automatically
send down signals to the ground station at definite
intervals. lIere the messages are interpreted as
values of the several weather elements (pressure,
temperature, and relative humidity). From these
data the altitude, potential temperature, and spe-
·cific humidity can be determined, and hence the
air mass identified-for the second and third
quantities, which we shall define later, have been

8

found to be very constant throughout any given
air mass. At a great height the balloon which
supports the radiosonde bursts, and the apparatus
floats to earth with the aid of a parachute. The
velocity of high altitude winds is determined by
watching the motion of a pilot, or .f'ree, balloon
which drifts with them.

By way of illustration of some of the topics we
have discussed, let us consider a typical weather
map, that for December 22, 1937, reproduced from
Bulletin 42, 1939, of "Weather Forecasting," is-
sued by the United States Department of Agri-
culture. The high and low pressure areas, the
isobars, the isotherms, and the "weather circle"
at the various stations are easily identified. Since
"arrows fly with the wind" one may observe the
direction of the wind at the stations, noting that,
as a rule, it is counter-clockwise into a low
pressure area, and clockwise out of a high pres-
sure area. (The reverse is true for the Southern
Hemisphere.) The heavy lines with the serrated
edge are "cold fronts"; the heavy lines with the
fluted edge represent "warm fronts." Thesefronts

(Continued on page 27)
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ALBERT WALKER
COM.E.143

CINCINNATI, DEFENSE CENTER

pRESIDENT Roosevelt has referred to the
United States as the "arsenal of Democracy";

Cincinnati is the heart of that arsenal because of
its industrial capacity and production and its
leadership in the machine tool industry. This lead-
ership in the machine tool industry was a thing
of reality before this present conflict-in fact long
before the last great one.

The building of steamboat engines, beginning
one hundred and twenty years ago, laid the founda-
tion for Cincinnati's great machine tool and ma-
chinery building industries. As early as 1801, the
people of Cincinnati became interested in steam
engines capable of propelling boats against stream
currents with considerable velocity; application to
mills and other mechanical works became other
evident outlets for the new power produced by
steam. In fact, the "New Orleans" which was
built in Pittsburgh and which passed Cincinnati

. on its way to New Orleans gave them the incentive
to alter Cincinnati's commercial and industrial
situation and to mechanize her future.

In 1819, the "Vesta," a hundred-ton steam-
boat, was built in the city; she was the first craft
of that type to be constructed here. But this was
only the beginning, for within seven years Cin-
cinnati-made steamboats could be found on all
the navigable streams of the Mississippi Valley.
They were among the most dependable built, being
speedy and comfortable as well; local companies
had about $500,000 invested in them. These ad-
vances gave Cincinnati a name for sound invest-
ments in machinery and machine tool industries
and for dependability of products which now form
the back-bone of her leading industry.

From these early endeavors at mechanization,
Cincinnati's machine tool industry of today grad-
ually developed. The first lathe was invented in
-1817. Later a machine for cutting stone was manu-
factured. By 1841, thirty-seven hands were em-
ployed as edge-tool makers and grinders. They did
an annual business of about $41,600; in compari-
son, the foster mother of this infant industry, the
foundry and steam engine building industries com-
bined, was at its best, having an annual output
valued at about $668,000.

Today, after more than a century of progress,
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the picture is similar but has a few modifications.
The greater part of the machinery and machine
tool industries has become more specialized. The
steamboat building business is practically non-
existent. The business of the machine tool industry
had jumped to the value of $40,000,000 in 1937.

Today, this industry has suddenly fallen into
the nation's limelight. It is being given the support
and cooperation of the best industrial brains we
have.

Defense of our nation, of course, has its roots
in the Constitution. However, the mere definition
and setting forth of rights, powers, and privileges
pertaining to defense are not in themselves suf-
ficient. Something more is required. To be more
specific, arms and the mechanization of our mili-
tary forces are necessary.

Even more than in 1918, war today is a war of
steel monsters, on land, on the sea, and in the air
-a war of intensive mechanization. It is the clash
of humans protected as they never were protected
before. The accompanying table strikingly illus-
trates the increase in the armaments of troops.
Out of this situation arises a startling distribution
of man power: for every man in uniform, about
a dozen men, by a conservative estimate,are needed
as behind-the-line workers, nine of whom must be
skilled or semi-skilled. Skill utilizes tools and ma-
chines; tools and machines comprise the machine
tool industry.

The testing suuie-s-this Centerless Grinder is demonstra-
ting its ability to produce shells before being

shipped to industry.

-Courtesy The Mil·ling



The importance of this industry, particularly
during this war effort, can hardly be overestimated.
It is the industry that produces machines and
tools which manufacture anything; the industry
of the tools which are the instruments used to
produce any and every kind of precision equip-
ment-in short, the industry of the master tools.
These tools drill, cut, turn, grind, mill, plane, and
shape steel as readily as wood was shapen in days
gone by. They are the specialized tools of industry
that are an absolute necessity-a four-star "must"
for defense. As General G. C. Marshall has said,

10

-Courtesy The Milfing Reoic w.

The Wright inspection party, headed
by OPM chief, W1n S. Knudsen, stop-
ped at this Plain High Speed Dial
Type set-up for 'Ynilling mounting
pads on a super-charqer front hous-
ing.

T his picture appeared in the Cen-
tenmuil edition of the Enquirer.
"Trainees at the Wright Aeronauti-
cal Norwood School, are being trained
on a Universal Dial Type milling ma-
chine. Five thousand machine tools
will be used in mamuiocturina 1,000
Cyclone 14's a month."

"The tool builders constitute the keystone of the
structure (defense) ."

The job of the machine tool industry has been to
equip 784 new plants, to re-equip old plants in
their required retooling, and to take care of plant
expansion"needs. This meant, and still means, ma-
chine tools of every description: lathes, grinders,
shapers, broachers, and milling machines of the
conventional types and many new ones (25 spe-
cific examples have been recorded) for special
necessary products. The industry has had a real

(Continued on page 29)
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MATHEMATICS OF.·MUSIC

JOHN R. VAN WYE
E.E. ·43

TO those of you who took music lessons as chil- tones, is measured by counting both end notes
dren, whether on the piano, the violin, or the as well as those in the middle. Thus C-G con-

contrabass sarrusophone, those hateful scales are tains five notes and is therefore a fifth. A major
probably the last things you would ever want to interval is one in which the upper note appears in
hear or read about. But, as a matter of fact, they the major scale of the lower. A perfect interval,
can be rather interesting if approached in the musically speaking, is one in which each note ap-
right manner. pears in the major scale of the other. A minor in-

In order to gain an insight into the whys and terval is one semitone smaller than a major
wherefores of the musical scale, it is necessary interval.
first to become familiar with some of the principles Minor Third consists of 3 semitones
of harmony and discord, with special emphasis on Major Third consists of 4- semitones
the effects of sounding two tones together. Perfect Fourth .. consists of 5 semitones

It has been known since the time of Pythagoras Perfect Fifth consists of 7 semitones
that two notes are consonant-that is, they sound Minor Sixth consists of 8 semi tones
pleasant together-when the ratio of their fre- Major Sixth consists of 9 semitones
quencies can be expressed by small whole numbers. . '"". .
Just why this is true has never been satisfactorily Mat~ematIcalIy speakIn~, a perfect fifth IS
explained although many reasons for this effect one WIth a frequency ratio of exactly 3 :2. The
have been advanced. One person may be content terms are often ~sed ind~scriminately. .
with Pythagoras' explanation that "all nature con- . When a certain note IS sounded on a musical
sists of harmony arising out of numbers" ; another Instrument, oth~r notes known as overtones ~re
may favor D'Alembert's theory that since the first ~lso present. It IS the prese~ce of these h.armonIcs
overtone of a note forms an interval of an octave In varying amounts that gives the varIOUS tone
with it the second overtone an octave and a fifth qualities to different instruments. The over-tones
and so' on then these intervals must be the most represent notes of frequencies of integral multi-
consonant'. pIes of the fundamental frequency. For middle C,

However, the most widely accepted hypothesis the progression runs thus:
is that of Helmholz, who explained consonance and C c' g' c" e" g" etc.
dissonance in terms of beats. Beats occur when The first interval in the above progression, from
two notes of almost equal frequencies are sounded C to c', is an octave, and is represented by the fre-
together, and are the manifestations of the alter- quencyratio 2 :1. The next interval, the perfect
nate in-phase and out-of-phase positions of the fifth (c'-g'), has the ratio 3:2. The perfect fourth
two sound waves. Thus two notes of frequencies (g'-c"), has the ratio 4:3; the major third (c"-e"),
differing by two cycles per second will produce 5 :4; the minor third (e"-s"). 6 :5; and the major
two beats per second. Beats can be distinguished second or whole tone, 9 :8. The intervals with the
as such when they occur smallest numbers in
at a rate of 16 per sec- their frequency ratios
ond or less. Maximum The author's interest in music is not purely accidental. are the most pleasant to
unpleasantness has been His father, Coordination Professor Ralph A. Van Wye, the ear.
found to be about 33 is a versatile musician. having mastered six instruments, The dissonance of an
beats a second in the Now performing with the Dayton Philharmonic Orches- interval such as C-F# is
neighborhood of middle tre, the Cincinnati Symphony Orchesfre, "and several attributed by Helmholz
C, whose vibration rate other local organizations. he was formerly a member to the fact that the
is 264 cycles per second. of General Pershinq's band in France and was the first second overtone of C,

An interval, defined drum major for the University Band. Jack himself namely g', and f#', the
as the difference in performs on three instruments and plays with five first overtone of F#, are
pitch between tw o musical groups. including our own University Band. only a half-tone apart.
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It is now evident that a musical scale, to hope notes into this scale. Although the Pythagorean
for any success, must necessarily contain conso- scale contains no semitones, they could be inserted
nances rather than dissonances. It would seem by making the ratio of F# to B exactly one and
logical therefore that the perfect scale should be one-half of C# to F# exactly one and one-half,
one derived from a succession of perfect fifths, and so on. The objection to this proposal is that
thus: F# and Gb, for example, will have different fre-

e g d' a' e" b" etc.,;' quencies, for the same reason that twelve fifths do
which if carried to completion will finally lead one not equal seven octaves.
to another C, which will be seven octaves above Another objection to this scale is the fact that,
the starting point, and which will embrace twelve since all of its ratios are made up of multiples of
perfect fifth intervals. But, alas, when the fre- the fraction 3/2, its intervals will not exactly c·o-
quency of this final e is computed by means of incide with those that occur in the natural har-
the seven octaves, it is found to be 128, or 21 monies of the note. For example, the ratio of elf
times that of the original C; while computations to C, which are separated by four fifths, in the
using the twelve fifths yield 1.51

\ or approximately Pythagorean scale is 81 :16, while in the overtone
129.75. The latter frequency is greater than the series the ratio is 5 :1. The Pythagorean third is
other by a factor of 1.0136, which interval is therefore sharp by about six per cent.
known as the "comma of Pythagoras."

The above· method is essentially the one used by OBJECTIONS LESSENED
Pythagoras in constructing his scale, which was
probably the first departure from the ancient pen- In order to overcome some of these objections,
tatonic or five-note scale. Since Pythagoras' scale the "mean-tone" scale was devised. In this system
contained but seven notes, he was not troubled by each of the four fifths from C to E is made smaller
the "comma" that bears his name. The frequency by an equal amount so that the ratio of e" to C is
of his C was exactly one and one-half times the exactly 5 :1. This gives the fifths a ratio of
frequency of his F, although actually he used the 1.49535, or 4V~instead of the normal 1.50. This
concept of wavelength rather than frequency; his carries out the suggestion of Schlick, who in the
G was exactly one and one-half times his C, and so year 1511 advocated the tuning of the fifths "as
on, all of the fifths in his scale therefore being per- flat as the ear could endure" so that the third
feet. These perfect fifths result in all of the should "sound decent." However, like the Pytha-
fourths being perfect; in fact, this scale contains gorean scale, the mean-tone scale is limited in that
more perfect concords than any other. it can be used only in a small number of keys. It

On the other hand the defects of his scale are has the additional drawback that most of its in-
many. First, the "half-tones" of this scale are tervals are slightly out of tune.
distinctly less than one-half of the whole tones. Gradually the "even-tempered" scale, the one
This naturally prevents the insertion of chromatic used to-day, came into general use. In this system

FREQUENCIES OF NOTES FROM MIDDLE C TO c'
Cycles per sec.

(BASED ON MIDDLE C == 264)

Just-Intoned Pythagorean Mean-Tone Even-Tempered 53-Note

C - 264 264 264 264 264
D - 297 297 295.15 296.33 296.97
E - 330 334.12 330 332.62 334.07
F - 352 352 353.09 352.39 352.02
G - 396 396 394.76 395.55 395.97
A - 440 445.49 441.36 443.99 445.44
B - 495 501.18 493.44 498.36 501.09
C' - 528 528 528 528 528

NOTE': In the 53-note scale there are notes of frequencies 329.73, 439.65, and 494.57. It appears, however, that
these are the notes Fb, Bbb, & Cb rather than E, A, & B respectively.
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the fifths are flattened so that twelve of them will adjacent intervals is the product of the smaller
exactly equal seven octaves. The ratio of the fifth ratios. Any ratios of the just-intoned scale may
is then 12y1128or 1.4983. The comma of Pyagoras be obtained from the following series:
is thus divided equally between all the~mi-tones, 24 27 30 32 36 40 45 48
each having the ratio 1.05946 or 12y12. This en- . .
bl th f t I· any and all keys This includes one octave of the major scale In thea es e per ormer 0 p ay In , .. .
. .. · . key for WhICh the scale IS constructed. For In-without encountering violent clashing of certain t · th I f C th ti f FtC· 32 24. .. d s ance In e sea e 0 e ra 100 0 IS :Intervals In certain keys. On the other han , not '

one of the intervals in the even-tempered scale is
in perfect tune. The errors are small, being at most
less than one percent, but of course this is a real INTERVAL RATIOS WITHIN AN
objection to those who can hear the difference. OCTAVE
Fortunately these individuals are rare. Pythagorean Just-Intoned Even-Tempered

This might seem to be the ultimate in scale F'req, Ratio Freq. Ratio Freq. Ratio

building, but there is yet another one, known as C 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
the "just-intoned" scale. Although this scale has
the perennial drawback of utility in only one key, D 9/8 1.1250 1.1250 1.1225
it eliminates the sharp third of the Pythagorean E 81/64 1.2656 1.2500 1.2599
scale without introducing the flat fifth of the other
scales. The intervals are laid out as follows: F 4/3 1.3333 1.3333 1.3348

Ratio of Frequenc~ G 3/2 1.5000 "1.5000 1.4983
Note To C To Preceding Note

CIA 27/16 1.6875 1.6667 1.6818
D 9:8 9:8 243
E 5:4 10:9 B 128 1.8984 1.8750 1.8877
F 4:3 16 :15 C 2.0000 2.0000 2.0000
G 3:2 9:8
A 5:3 10:9

B 15 :8 9 :8 or 4.3. The ratio of the major chord C-E-G is
C 2 :1 16:15 24 :30 :36, or 4:5 :6. The minor chord, D-F-A, is

In this scale all the intervals have ratios expres- likewise 10 :12 :15.
sible in small numbers, and are derived from the The slide-rule can be employed in an interesting
natural series of overtones. It will be noticed, how- method of predicting the relative dissonance of
ever, that not all of the whole tones are equal, and a certain interval. If the numbers appearing in
the semitones are greater than half of either of the ratio of a certain interval are placed adjacent
the whole tones. on the C and D scales, respectively, relative dis-

sonance will be indicated by the proximity of
MOST NATURAL SCALE whole numbers on the two scales. Overtones of

That the just-intoned scale is probably the most the lower note in question are represented by the
natural from the standpoint of both performer scale indicating the higher of the ratio numbers,
and listener, ignoring for the moment its single- and vice versa. Thus, upon examination of the
key feature, has been proven by scientific tests on interval C-F#, whose ratio is approximately 45 :32,
string-instrument players and singers. Since these it is seen that the third overtone of C, number
musicians can control the pitches of the notes they" three on the scale, is quite close to the second over-
play, they will naturally intone those pitches that tone of F#, number two on the other scale, and
sound best to them. Helmholz observed that the the fourth overtone of C is close to the third over-
great violinist Joachim, when playing unaccom- tone of F. A distance of about a half-inch repre-
panied, actually sounded the intervals of the just- sents an interval of a whole tone at any place along
intoned scale, rather than those of the even- the scale. Dissonances have a less unpleasant
tempered scale which he would be forced to use effect in the higher overtones, however.
when playing in ensemble with keyed-instruments. Tables have been included to show comparisons
The interested reader may find further inform a- between the just-intoned scale, known as the
tion on the subject of scales in Sir James Jeans' "true" scale, the even-tempered, or "practical"
"Science and Music." scale, and the others mentioned. One of the tables,

If the reader would like to determine the ratios it will be noted, contains computations by the
of dissonances, here are a few helpful remarks: author relative to a 53-tone scale, as compared
The ratio of an interval composed of two smaller (Continued on page 29)
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GIjASS BLOCKS
BARRY RICE

CH.E. 143

ALTH?UGJ:! glass ~lock con~tr.uctio.n is a rather finite.v~riety o~ treatment ~ossible ?as made glass
new Idea In architecture, It IS being used ex- a striking design element In architecture, Glass

tensively in all types of modern buildings. Many block panels are extremely neat and pleasing in
lighting and insulation problems in both private appearance. By means of colored illumination and
homes and industrial buildings have been solved various facing designs, their attention' value may
with the advantages offered by the use of glass be increased. Where lighting is important, as in
block panels. Because the blocks are about two office buildings, schools, and department stores;
thirds evacuated, they act as better heat insulators where noise and heat insulation is essential, as in
than the ordinary wall. They transmit from 41 to hotels, residences, and apartment houses; and
86 per cent of incident light, depending on the de- where an attractive appearance is desirable, as in
sign of the block, in the form of diffused lightwhich stores, restaurants, bars, and commercial display
more evenly illuminates a room. Panels can be rooms, glass blocks are used.
made to cover an entire side of a room, or be made The use of glass blocks as structural material
full length, since complete privacy is afforded by originated in Europe, although exactly where the
the opacity of glass blocks. Furthermore, the in- blocks were first constructed is not known. How-

. ever, they have been in use for at least 15 years in
Holland and Germany, and some installations are
thought to be fifty years old. The European blocks
were hollow cubes, open on one side; in building
they were laid with the open side down. This
procedure made the maintenance of true verticals

Illustrations Court esq
Pittsburgh Plate Products.

An unusual church in
lJJilioaukee employs a
modern design of arch-
itecture and incorpor-
ates much. g!ass block.
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in panel construction almost impossible, and the use of mortar between the blocks. The metal mem-
blocks were easily jolted out of line. Air leaked bel's make possible rapid, accurate, and dry erec-
through the mortar Joints and ruined the insula- tion of glass block panels. Allowance is made -in
tion value, one of the major selling points of to- the design for wiring, corners, windows, doors,
day's product. Moisture also came through the and other obstructions. An important feature of
cracks and attacked the glass causing what the this type of construction is the 100% salvagability
glass blower calls "bloom." Moreover, much break- of both metal and glass units. Erection is simpli-
age occurred with this type block. In both Holland fled' and made extremely accurate since every tier
.and Germany attempts were made to close the of blocks is.heldinrigid, uniform alignment. Metal
open side by blowing a six-sided block and then members do not add to the load on the glass but
closing the hole but the wall thickness was' very have a tendency to support it. Construction is suf-
uneven and the blocks broke easily where they ficiently flexible to allow for contraction and-ex-
had been sealed. pansion. Members are made to take two standard

sizes of blocks, the twelve by twelve inch and the
HOLLOW BLOCKS eight by eight inch sizes.

The hollow, airtight block now in use was first The manufacture of large quantities of glass
demonstrated by the Owens-Illinois Glass Com- blocks' has given rise to, a definite technique. Raw
pany in 1933 at the Chicago Century of Progress materials are mixed in one-half ton batches, the
Exposition. The commercial product was not avail- batch composition being held to an accuracy of
able until the spring of 1935, when Owens-Illinois one-half of 1 per cent.Tl:te mixture is heated to
produced the first satisfactory hermetically-sealed about 2700 degrees Fahre"llheit in a special gas-
block. It is, made in two halves, which are sealed fired tank. The molten glass is drawn into a I

with a metal alloy; organic compounds which were feeder, cooled to 1900 degrees, and cut into gobs.
tried did not give a permanent seal. Identical halves of the block are press-molded I

The speed with which glass blocks were accepted separately. The cut gob for each half weighs ap-
by the building profession is attested to by the proximately seven pounds. The bottom of the
fact that in June, 1936" one year after the intro- plunger pressing the blocks is corrugated to con-
duction of structural glass, glass block installa- form to the pattern required for the particular
tions were completed in 32 of the 48 states. At the type of unit desired. The various plungers and
present time, glass blocks have been shipped to molds used in the pressing operations have been
every foreign continent and to most foreign coun- carefully engineered to give uniform thickness
tries; the metallic-seal manufacturing process throughout the section.
alone has been licensed to four European and one The halves of the block are joined by one of two
Australian company. Between 50,000 and 60,000 methods. The Pittsburgh Corning Company de:-
installations have been completed. -c., pends upon the fusion of the hot glass to seal the

A recently developed metal framework for joint. The Owens-Illinois ,block, referred to pre ...
mounting structural glass units has eliminated the (Continued on page ~2)

The streamlined, nearly all-glass general offices of the United Air Lines at Chicago.
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-Courtesy The Welding Engineer

NICKEL CARS

All welded, nickel lined tank cars are
being built in an attempt to aid our
war effort. This method of construc-
tion permits' no loosening of plates,
encountered in' riveted cars, thus cer-
tifyingprotection of color and' purity
against contamination. .'

Last year, 'steel, our basic. war indus-
try, distributed 45,850,000 tons of
metal. It is interesting to note that
17.7 per cent of that amount was ex-
ported, while the leading domestic in-
dustry consumed but 15.7 per cent.~

j

~ourtesy Steel Facts

BO~O'Ml
{,

IY'
I

High explosives are now being em-
ployed. in. the m,·aqu.·faetu.re of a new
rivet which may prove to be a boon
to the aircraft ipdustry. The ex-
plosive in the endtPf the shank is set
off by the heat, "~~J .an electric gun,
forming a blind ~h~adand setting the

• I~

rivet. Witha r~~ge of' from 800 to
10,000 points~a,cceJsible from one side
only in the bUild'~lg of aircraft, five
times the usual number of rivets can
be installed. r:j

11

-Courtesy Machinery
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~ourteSfJ Th~ DuPont M

VITAL TO DEFE.NSE
Fifth on the list of vital defense ma-
terials, preceded Only by aluminum,
magnesium, nickel, and nickel steel,
is not a metal but Neoprene,a chloro-
prene rubber which can replace na-
tural rubber in all of its important
applications. Moreover, this pro-
duct of coal, limestone, water, and
salt greatly excels the natural mater-
ial in resistance to oil, gasoline, and
solvents; is less affected by heat and
sunlight; and is less permeable to
gases.

FAST WORKl
New England's "War Baby" pipe line,
started in June, 1941, is already half
finished. The 236 mile, Portland to
Montreal line will begin to carry
50,000 barrels of oil per day in Octo-
ber.

-Courtesy The Oil



THE M. Eo's had another of their famous rollick- The Aeros started and finished their summer
ing picnics at Elmer Schilling's Tower Hill social season with a peaceful swimming picnic

Mansion, with boating and swimming enjoyed by (the boys swam, not the picnic) at Meadowbrook
everyone except DeAmicis and Cohen. It seems Park, Between screams of drowning Aeros, the
that thesetwo water lovers (?) definitely did not pre-juniors waxed the duniors at baseball. Mr.
go in wearing their swimming suits, but wearing (Smiling Jack) Liepmann'spitching for the losers
their- Sunday best, The accident was attributed still has them guessing as to whether or not he was
to the, espionage' work of aCapitol-Barg scout. bribed by the prejuniors to throw the game. It
We wonder if the Hudepohl had anything to do might be that the gentleman in question left. his
with it. Some of the older and less energetic boys 20/20 eyesight at home. However, everything was
sneaked off and played-horseshoes. After dissipat- forgiven and the crowd left in the best of spirits.
ing too much energy in that pursuit, the oldtimers While everyone else was fighting the heat, Delta
settled down toa card game. Charley (Shark) Kappa Sigma elected new officers. The president's
FoehI cleaned up, while the rest of the afternoon chair will now be occupied by Leo Krapp, while the
was ruined for Grill and Schlueter who almost had secretary-treasurer's will be taken by John Doer-
to go home in barrels. (Moral: Gambling Never ner.AIs,o during the summer four men were
Pays.) During the afternoon the "Tarheels" en- pledged. Congratulations to Humphreys, Jen-
gaged the rest of the boys, in a good clean ball nings, Howe and Sempsrott.
game. Since the Tarheels were bigger physically The peacefulness of Mt, Airy Forest wasdJs-
no one seems to. remember the score, but grant turbed as the Civils got together for a picnic. Dis--
thatthe heels took the game. appearing quickly were potato chips, soft drinks,

Speaking of softball, theM. E.'s slugging gab- and an extra special soft drink that greatly re-
makers took on the A.E.'s, C.E.'s, and Ch.E.'sat sembled a Hudepohl's product. This latter soft
the varsity field. After winning two 'from the drink was' blamed for the unkept baseball score.
Civils and one from the Aeros, the M.E.'s withered Finally the boys found themselves in a semi-quiet
before the mighty Chemicals. The bigger parts poker game. Winners were not disclosed so be
of the game were devoted to verbal accusations on guard. when gaming with any Civil.
and threats, due to the rivalry among the different The A.S.C.E. has elected new officers. We hence-
departments of slipstick scholars. However, we're forth will see Bob Sale posing as president and
all engineers and. again the best of friends. Bob Howe as secretary-treasurer.

STAFF ASSISTANTS
Edward Miller Monroe Duke Mary Andres
Associate Editor Associate Editor- Patricia Bade

George Pow, Jr. Armando Fusaro Freda Bennett
Assistant Editor- Aeeistant. Editor Melvin Cox

, Dave GarwinPeggy Lavell Florence Endebrock
,Art Editor- Alumnat Editor Byron Kress

Fred Levine
Henry, Eads Delores Stewart Robert Linn
]ltlake-up Editor-Exchange Manager C tIM

rys e oore
Sidney Rindsberg RogerL,aib J ames Mott
Photographer Cut Librarian John Nitchals

Gerry Schwartz Vera Maxson Dorothy Platt
Assistant Circulation. Muruujer Assistant Business _~c(;nCt.ger Roy Pryse

Betty Mueller Betty Loos Lucille Schaefer
Secretary to Editors Assistant Exchange NIanager James Zenich
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Donning war paint and overalls the Chemicals urer; and Ropp Triplett is his assistant.
invaded unfortunate Ash Grove. Music was fur- The Bus. Ad. Section II juniors finally got 01'-

nished by Nick and his "lodians." Dancing was ganized and had a picnic at Meadowbrook this past
swell or would have been if the records hadn't quit summer section. With Profs. Bursiek, Sharrock,
before the selections were finished. Above the and Geis, the fellows played a wild game of base-
heads of hundreds of dancers could be seen ball, while the girls swam and spread the supper
Kirsch's head bobbing up and down. Some said which they had brought. Besides emptying every-
he was dancing, but later it was disclosed that he thing available, including several kegs, the class
was sidestepping broken glasses, thrown from sat around and indulged in a good bull session with
the rafters by various "Tarzans." Event of the the aforementioned profs. They were particularly
evening: Bill Crittendon won the social trophy sympathetic with Mr. Bursiek, who had suppos-
(Boy! What a beaut.) for the sophomores by dis- edly left Dr. Bird, belle of all picnics, standing on
playing an art that he perfected about twenty a street corner waiting for a ride and dressed in
years ago. More soothing to some was the sound his old clothes. Very excellent pictures of the
of the square marbles coming from outside the whole picnic and various members of the class
building. Finally in the minute hours of the morn- were on display during the summer.
ing the party broke up. It is rumored that the Not to be outdone, the Bus. Ad. Section II pre-
proprietors of Ash Grove were asking bids from juniors also had a party at the same place. Little
various wrecking companies to finish the job. details are available about this party, but it was

During the summer section the ever energetic undoubtedly a replica of the junior picnic, al-
Chemicals established a softball league among though the juniors beat them to the idea. (Dr.
their own classes. Competition was very good but Bird got to this picnic l)
the verbal exclamations were the opposite. The The whole Bus. Ad. club finally got together and
sophomores and the prejuniors both drew first held another picnic-that's all the summer section
place while the grads slipped and fell into the did-again at Meadowbrook (those Bus. Ads.
cellar. Two games were played each week during really are original). This time, lunch came first
noon time and consequently the labs missed a few and everything else next. Those who were afraid
scholars. Next year everyone will be out to avenge of si.nking. after e~ting so much, acquired a t.an
something or other so that there should be quite playing bridge, while others played baseball with
a battle. the profs. who were there. Of course Dr. Bird,

In a more serious mood the A I Ch E I t Profs. Sharrock, Bursiek, Geis, Taylor, and Dan-, .... ec ure I II · I h . li .
series is carrying on tradition again on the Friday ge a. we::e III t. e hme ight ~urIllg the after~oo~.
noons of this year. Doctor William Wolfram, Ar- . PhI ChI Epsilon held their annual. fall pICnIC
thur Roberts, and Roger Baker headlined the first III Burnet Woods. Much food was enjoyed by ~ll
three discussions with a varied program of life of the few present. Plans for the year were dIS-
in China, a formula for democracy, and the 1941 cussed as the girls sat aro~nd, fed the squirrels,
baseball season in retrospect. It seems that engi- an.d ~rank cokes (the Pepsi Colas were outlawed

bezinni t h I· . this time) .neers are egmmng 0 see t e Iight, for the Tues- ...
day noon movie series is striking a new high in PI ChI EpsIlon.announces the awarding of their
attendance. ann~al scholar~h~p of $100 to MISSJeanne Aerni,

. .. Business Administration freshman. Miss Aerni
The official work.of ~. I. Ch.E. IS being urged is a graduate of Withrow High, where she was

on by a rare combination commonly referred to awarded the honor r-i th t t di ri. r rmg as e ou s an InIT senior
by t~e vulgar as "The .unholy Four," Doug Vest, girl. b

president : Howard KIrsch, secretary-treasurer; It can b t thf II id th t th A I· d ·
B b

. . .. e ru u y sal a e PP ie Artists
o Tour, social inspirer ; Sam Dane, Intramural's covered the ti it d ",.0 th ·

"M Ph ·1" doi their marb for vrati en Ire CI y urrng e summer sectionc au, are omg err part for rational su- with all thei Iittl ti 1-- k t b h... elr I e In uUc e s, rus es water
spense by cooking up Ideas to avoid a scholastic colors and ten foot s b d I .', quare oar s, eaving not a
emergency. . h ·TIlC e unpainted. A dull moment was had by none

A. I. E. E. combined a smoker and business However, they celebrated with two special e t ~
meeting in t~e Student Union d~ring the third tainments, one a swimfest at Meadowbrook,n a:d
week of Section I. Howev.er, bU~Iness soon gave the other a let's-get-together-to-paint-an,d-play-all-
way to pleasure as the meeting adjourned en masse day with Mr. Bechtold at Waynesville, Ohio.
to the game room. The new officers el.ected during After a successful Orientation Program on Sep-
the summer are headed by President Elmer tember 13, the upper-class artists have taken the
Slaughter; Phil Hoffm~n has the vice-president's freshmen under their wings and are being most
post; Glenn Clavenger IS the new secretary-treas- (C . dontmue on page 30)
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In true western "get-up,"
the author is ready for
a long gallop over the
Reservation.

GO WEST, YOUNG WOMAN

JUANITA RANDOLPH
BUS. AD. '39

(ED. NOTE: After graduating from the business A typical Indian camp is usually composed of a
administration course, Miss Randolph spent some wickiup-the summer huts of the Indians, a squaw
time studying education. During a vacation with cooler, and a government-built latrine. Along the
her uncle and aunt in Bylas, Arizona, she discov- side of some of the wickiups, Indian families have
ered that the Bylas Apache Indian Day School built one or two-room frame houses. Around the
needed a "temporary teacher", so she applied for whole camp, fences have been built of ocotilla, a
the job and got it. Here she tells us some of her variety of candlewood. Most of the Apaches take
experiences with the Indians and their children.) great pride in their small camps, and their flowers

and chickens.THE San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation is Many dogs are found in Bylas; hence, there are
in the southeastern section of Arizona where few cats. During hot weather, Indian policemen

San Carlos is the central agency of the government
administration of the Indians. Bylas itself is an Third and fourth grade girls.
Indian settlement on the Reservation about forty-
five miles southeast of San Carlos, and it is in
Bylas that I found myself as a temporary teacher.

The settlement at Bylas extends about ten miles
over a stretch of land between the parallels formed
by the Gila (pronounced Heela) River and United
States Highway 70. The most prominent group of
buildings includes the Trading Post and the cabins
for its employees, while the adobes and frame cot-
tages, tufa stone jail, Catholic Church, Lutheran
Mission and School, corrals, and the world's larg-
est mesquite tree (quoting Ripley) provide a
varied scene from the highway.
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kill some of the dogs when they become too numer-
ous. I soon learned that the dogs do not under-
stand English. They respond quickly to the Apach
"koos-koos-koos" way of saying "come here."

The Indian women wear a particular kind of
camp dress around their homes. The skirts of
these dresses are very full and form colorful semi-
circles on the clothes lines or fences of the Indian
camps. The full skirt and the loose top of the dress
requires about ten yards of material.

The health and safety of the Indians is very
carefully checked by the government authorities.
Trachoma (pink eye) and tuberculosis are the
diseases which are most prevalent among the tribe,
and treatment and hospitalization for these and all
other diseases is afforded by the government hos-
pital at San Carlos. While I was in the settlement,
one school girl died from tuberculosis. Her par-
ents had refused to allow hospitalization and relied
on the Indian medicine man and the all night
"sings" as the means of curing the child's illness.
According to the custom of the Indians, the child
was buried with all of her personal belongings,
together with articles of food, at the foot of a
mesa. Then the family burned their wickiup and
moved to another site to build a new camp.

The Indian population of Bylas is about six
hundred; the white population, composed of gov-
ernment employees, trading-post employees and
Lutheran missionaries, is approximately thirty-
five. The Indian children have a school in the set-
tlement; the white children ride a school bus to a
white school a few mile east of the Reservation
boundary.

Indian boys on the bank of the Gila.

The Apache speech interested me very much.
The tribe itself does not have a written language.
They speak rapidly, with varied inflections that
are musical and soft. To learn their language, one
has to build up a vocabulary first and then piece
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Coolidge Dtim. on the Gila in eastern Arizona

the words together. There seems to be no set
pattern for learning the language as a whole.
Here are a few examples of their words that per-
haps will give you an idea of the Apache's lan-
guage. These are a few of the more common words
and expressions (pronounce the "ah" as you would
for the doctor): Dah-o-tot (school); she-mah
(mother) ; she-tah (father) ; she-kah (husband) ;
ah-he-ah-eh (thank you) ; dah (no); ah-od-un-jo
(where are you going?); moo-kah-she (cow);
dew-lee (horse); you-will-you (go away) ; ah-ko
(let's go); nose-cho-ge (grasshopper); glow
(flower); gluh (bird); and koos-koos (come
here). There are, of course, many others that are
difficult to write in such a way that would
enable one to make a pronunciation similar to the
Apache one.

Many of the Indians are high school graduates.
The less educated ones are trying very hard to learn
to speak English. They confuse genders, speak in
broken sentences, and do not understand words
denoting family relationships, such as cousin,
aunt, or uncle. Brother and sister are usually used
in place of the accepted word. Once an aged Indian
man identified a little boy by saying, "She? Him
my grandfodder." The children often ask for
something by saying, "Give a she," instead of
"Give it to me." An Indian squaw refused to pose
for a tourist by saying, "I'm no curio."

The Apache Indians primarily engage in cattle-
raising for an occupation. They breed pure-bred
Herefords, and graze them on the open range of
the Reservation. Government stockmen are in
charge of the entire cattle industry, and the In-
dians do the cowboy work under their supervision.
During the spring and fall round-ups even the
older school boys work with the crews, dress-
ing like cowboys in levis, blue shirts and large
hats. Many of these boys are talented in drawing
horses and the Arizona scenery. They love horses
and sometimes have one of their own. I have rid-
den quite often with groups of the school boys and
girls, and found that it was a real thrill to try
some of the horses with a wilder spirit. If they
are too wild, however, we do not ride them, for
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the Indians are honest about telling us "Him a just to see the inside of our adobe, and they like to
wild horse," or "Him gentle horse-O.K." listen to the radio, run water from the hydrants

There are distinct ways of handling these cow into glasses, and look at magazines. Of course they
horses quite different from the regular saddle chatter in Apache in spite of our requests that
horses in the East. A cowboy relies on a horse to they speak English.
do some thinking when they are "cutting" cattle
from the herd or roping. Standing in the stirrups OUR ADOBE
is a cue for the horse to run; he is guided by shift- Three of us teachers lived in an adobe together.
ing the weight from side to side in the saddle. If We had a common living room, a bathroom with an
reining is necessary, the bridle rein is laid on the automatic hot-water heater, gas heaters that are
horse's neck and not pulled at the bit. A well- used on cool winter evenings, and screened-in
trained cow horse is easily confused by riders not sleeping porches. We had no electricity, and no
familiar with cowboy ways. The excellent per- way of cooking our meals, so we ate at the Cafe in
formance of cow horses at big time rodeos dem- the settlement. One of the teachers was from
onstrates the degree to which good "cowboying" Colorado, and the other from Mississippi, and the
depends on a well-trained horse. three of us spent most of our spare time writing

Paint ponies and Palominos are the favorite letters home. The white families had pot-luck sup-
horses on the Reservation and some of the Indians pel'S, picnics, and card parties, and we were often
take very good care of theirs. The line riders and invited to these affairs. Sometimes we went to a
the Indian policemen have good horses and take theater about thirty miles "off" the reservation,
pride in caring for them. Most of the Indians do and at other times we rode and swam with the
not know how to treat their horses properly and Indian children. Most of the boys and' girls can
many of the good cow horses are ruined by the "dog paddle" around in the water, and the older
Indian cowboys. children are very good swimmers. Birthday suits

My uncle's horse "Cameo" is a big Palomino are the usual dress of the small tots, while the
with strong legs and high ankles that are fitted for older boys make sarongs out of their shirts, and
the rock country of the mountainous yellow pine the girls wear old dresses and bloomers. They stay
section of the Reservation range. Cameo is a one- close to the river bank, and are very careful not
man horse; that is, if any other than my uncle tries to get too far out in the river where the current is
to ride him, he can bet that he will get bucked off. very strong. In most places the water is not more
Cameo takes great delight in going after the cattle than three feet deep.
that are being cut from the herd. When they are The school children enjoy any kind of games.
too slow, he takes a nip at their tails and speeds The boys like to sing and dance like the devil
them up. dancers, and they are all artistic and do beautiful

water color drawings. The girls all learn to make
INDIAN RECREATION camp dresses and have beautifully-colored rayon

F ti th I di · b b 11 d dresses trimmed with yards and yards of ric-raeor recrea ion, e n iana enj oy ase a an .. ·
basketball games rodeos chicken shoots sings All .of the children are given showers at school.
devil dances, beer ~arties, ~ards and gambling, and The~r cl~thes are kept clean, but. few have facilities
"night ball" games, of a gambling nature, which for ironing them. The school girls wear washable
are played by men only. The Indian squaws visit, cotton dresses, ~nkle socks, and oxford shoes. They
play cards, carry water, trade at the Post, and onl! put on their camp dre.sses after ~chool is out,
attend to their household duties in between their while the. squaws wear thel:s all ~he ~lme.
social activities. They cook over an open fire or P.eace I~ the settlement IS mamtamed by four
inside the wickiups. Beans, tortillas, and fried Indian policemen. The drunkards from "tula pie"
beef are the main components of their diet, and (the I~dIan. home-made ~r:w) ar~ the most fre-
the food is served on the tortillas thus eliminating quent inhabitants of th~ jail. . Durmg ~y stay in
the use of dishes or other utensils. Occasionally Bylas there was no major crrme .commItted, and
some of the Indians eat meals at the ca.feteria in we had no reason to fear the Ind~ans unless they
the settlement. They love "hambuggers," candy were drunk. Mos~ o~ then: are fr iendly and have
and soda pop. " respect for the white inhabitants of the settlement.

Th h 1
hild . it th t h M They are very shy around strangers and usually

e sc 00 c I ren VISI e eac ers on 011- . •

d
. b k ki th d d savi speak In a near whisper. They recognize good willay evenings y noc mg on e oor an saymg . ·

"visit." During the spring, they shower us with an~ respond to. It quickly, They are sensitive and
bouquets of beautiful wild flowers that cover the easIl~ hurt b~ mdI;Iduals who do not have a sin-
entire countryside. The children usuall visit cere mterest in their welfare. They can be friendsy us (Contmued on page 31)
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• •for utmost servl~~ to the Nation
In these critical times, communica- panies, handles Long Distance and

tions playa vital part in defense. Here overseas service.
is how the Bell System is organized Bell Telephone Laboratories carries
to meet its great responsibility. on scientific research and develop-

American Telephone and Telegraph ment for the system.
Company coordinates all system ac- Western electric is the manufacturing,
tivities, advises on telephone opera- purchasing and distributing unit.

tion, searches for improved methods. H· hl t · d h h fIg Y rame t roug many years 0

24 associated operating companies working together, these Bell System
provide telephone service in their companies provide a nation-wide, uni-
respective territories. fied service. Never have the henefits
Long Lines Department of A.T.&T. of this system been so clear as today
interconnects the 24 operating com- when the countl"y is under pressure.

". .
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IN THE ARMY
AND NAVY ...

. . . and vital to the defense of our
country ... one of the two main ac-
tivities in the United States at the
present time is providing for our
own hemispheric defense. . . . A
number of the 1941 U. C. engineer-
ing graduates who are taking an
active and a prominent part in this
activity (whether voluntarily or
otherwise) are presented here ....
PAUL D. lVIENEFEE,Ch.E. and se-
nior class president last year is on
active duty in the army now, after
completing the course at Fort Sher-
idan with other former U. C.
R.O.T.C. boys. . . . His buddy,
BARRYSTUHLBARG,B.B.A., is doing
the same thing, and has recently
been stationed in Texas. . . .
FRANCISP. PRICE is an ensign in
the United States Naval Reserve,
and his former classmate in the
electrical engineering course, WAR-
REN STUBBINS,has completed his
R.O.T.C. training and is on active
duty in the army .... Five out of
the fourteen graduates with areo-
nautical engineering degrees are in
some form of the service. . . . G.
WARREN BAILEY is in the army
(R.O.T.C.) ; LOUIS DOTYis doing
aviation work for the Navy; CARL
F. SCHUELLERis a selectee in one of
the army camps; ROBERTSCHULTZ
is in the Army Air Corps; and
GEORGE H. SELVIN, last year's
chairman for the Student-Faculty
Luncheon (and also M.C. for that
affair) is an officer in Uncle Sam's
Army .... Four of the Aero. Engi-
neers are working at Wright Field
in Dayton, showing that the coun-
try really has use for the graduates
of the cooperative courses at U.C.
. . . Just to line them up, they are:
IRVIN SPIELBERG(voted the most
outstanding Engineering student
on campus last year), FREDDAUM,
NORMAN E. NELSON, and BILL
OWENS.... A glance through the
roster of the Bus. Ad. graduates
last year shows that TED BARK-
STROM,GENE ENGELBRECHT,HAR-
RY EVESLAGE,JIM GILES, JR., ED-
WIN RICE, WILLIAM SMITH, and
JACK WILLIAMS.are officers in the
army, and are on active duty, after
completing their training period at
Fort Sheridan .... CARLFISCHER,
Com. E., is in the Ordnance Dept.
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FAR-FLUNG ALUMNI

FLORENCE ENDEBROCK
BUS. AD. 142

THE College of Engineering and Commerce attracts stu-
dents from all sections of the country and from many

other parts of the world; as a result, its graduates take over
jobs that cover wide scopes of territory and activity. We
should like to present a few of the alumni who have travelled
many miles from Cincinnati to make their careers.

C. F. Roby, M.E. '22, was in Cincinnati in March, 1941,
and at that time predicted that Great Britain can win the
war if ocean shipping lanes can be kept open. Mr. Roby has
gone back to -England, where he .is Managing Director of
Cincinnati Milling Machines, Ltd., Birmingham, England,
and has witnessed numerous bombing raids. C. A. Harrell,
a graduate of two years later, is now City Manager of
Schenectady and is among a group of experts named in
Washington to survey municipal facilities in 60 defense
areas. He has been assigned the Rhode Island area. John
M. Picton, C.E. '25, is Planning Engineer with the Municipal
Planning Commission of Charleston, West Virginia. Harry
c. Anderson's fame has also spread far. He has been elected
Vice President of the National Federation of Sales execu-
tives. A Commercial Engineering graduate of 1930, Mr.
Anderson is the Sales Manager of the Globe Wernicke
Company of Cincinnati.

Robert G. Sarvis, C.E. '22, has been given the task of
making the 700 miles of roads in Hamilton County, Ohio
"as safe as-or safer than-any in the United States." To
the office, Mr. Sarvis brings long experience in engineering
work and many original ideas. Shortly after his graduation
he established his own constructio.n business, but later he
became an engineer for state and federal road projects. He
also has done engineering work in the vicinity of Cincinnati
previous to this appointment .

The graduates of the last few years are not the only ones
who are taking an active part in training men for the
defense of our country. Norman J. Bukey, E.E. '27, has been
promoted from Captain to Major in the Coast Artillery
Reserve. After completing a refresher course at Fortress
Monroe, Virginia, he has been stationed at Camp Davis, Holly
Ridge, North Carolina. David Rose, Aero.E., '35, is a civilian
instructor in the United States Army Air Corps Technical
School at Chanute Field, Rantoul, Illinois, the largest of its
kind in the country. He is teaching theory of engines.

After having been employed for some time as junior struc-
tural engineer by the bridge design department of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority at Chattanooga, 'Tennessee, Stanley
R. Biesack, C.E. '39, was granted a leave of absence so that
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he could report for active duty in the Coast Artillery Corps
at Camp Davis, Wilmington, N. C.

DEAN SCHNEIDER MEMORIAL

AFTER month of careful planning, the alumni of the
College of Engineering and Commerce and School of

Applied Arts have launched their campaign for funds for a
memorial to the late Dean Herman Schneider, who died
March 28, 1939. An extensive Memorial Committee, headed
by Lester L. Bosch, Eng. '25, has been appointed by Michael
J. Colacurio, Eng. '28, President of the allege of Engineer-
ing and Commerce Alumni Association.

All of Dean Schneider's boys from coast to coast-and the
alumnae, too-have been contacted in person or by mail by
their classmates. No definite financial goal has been fixed
and no final form ha been designat d for the memorial,
since the amount to be contributed can only be roughly
estimated.

Walter W. Tangeman, '13, is Chairman of Mr. Bosch's
sub-Committee on Memorial Selection. In general, Mr.
Tangeman's group hopes the drive will (1) create a sizeable
fund for the establishment of an appropriate alumni mem-
orial to Dean Schneider and (2) give inspiration which will
lead to the erection or creation of special and perhaps even
more substantial memorials.

With Samuel J. Miller, '25, as Chairman, another sub-
committee is in charge of preparing a printed brochure and
pledge card form.

A third subcommittee is made up of department and class
representatives who are directing the campaign of contact-
ing each alumnus through a personal letter. The engineering-
commerce-applied arts alumni list of nearly 4,000 names is
divided according to departments, with one captain assigned
to each group. Every captain has selected one graduate from
each class as class agent.

The list of departmental captains f'ollows :
Frank M. Sell, '33, chemical and metallurg·ical engineer-

ing; Charles W. Gruber, '32, and Walter Juergens, '23, me-
chanical engineering; Henry J. Strobel, '23, civil and geolog-
ical engineering; Harry C. Anderson, '30, commercial engi-
neering; Frank E. Sanford, '26, electrical engineering; Mrs.
Ruth Sewers Laub, '31, all women in engineering-commerce;
Robert E. Atkinson, '36, aeronautical engineering; Theo-
dore McCarty, '33, graduate and special students; Miss Vir-
ginia Joyce Matthews, '40, all women in applied arts; Jack
H. Thornell, '30, architecture and landscape architecture;
and Francis F. Braun, '35, art in industry.

Among those who are aiding the Memorial Committee
with this work and in developing plans are President Wal-
ters of the University; Vice President Daniel Laurence;
Dean Robert C. Gowdy; Assistant Dean .George Burns;
Clyde W. Park, professor of English; Griffith T. Addison
Eng. '22, associate professor of coordination; and others of
the faculty and administrative staff of the University.

iFrorn the Sumimer Issue of the Cincinmati Alurnnue)
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MORE NOTES
AND NEWS

The boys took up all of the other
column, so let's see what the '41
girls are doing .... They seem to
have concentrated in the army, too.
. . . RUTH KILLIAN, MARYBELLE
TODD(married now) ,and SUERAW-
SON are with the Cincinnati Ord-
nance Department. .. lVIADELYN
BAETZmoved from her co-op job
at the Union Central Life Insur-
ance Company to the downtown of-
fice of the Kroger Grocery and Bak-
ing Company .... The former
DOROTHYJANE BERNARD is in
Akron with her husband. ERVIN
PICKLES,M.E. '41, who is engineer-
ing for the Goodrich Company.
They will celebrate their first an-
niversary soon .... JANE BAILEY
is still compiling statistics for the
H. H. Meyer Packing Company.
(You know, how many miles of
sausages do you get out of a pig.)
•.. BARBARA BUTZ (engagement an-
nounced) and GENEVIEVEDOWN-
ING 'are both at the Strowbridge
Lithographing Company in Cincin-
nati. ... ARDATHSCHNEIDER(the
future Mrs. Robert Miller, B.B.A.
'41) , is cost accounting for the Cin-
cinnati Chemical Company, and
JEAN NABERHAUS,is the private
secretary of Mr. Bert Wulfekoetter
at the Massachusetts Mutual Life
Insurance Company. He is a U.C.
Grad, too .... We have been told
that DORISOSTROMtraveled all the
way to Florida to get married ....
RUTH SCHOENLINGand DOROTHY
JANE FREESEhave taken over medi-
cal work, with Ruth at the Ketter-
ing Laboratory, and Dotty at
Holmes Hospital. ... You probably
know that RUTH EpPSTEIN is now
MRS.WILLIAMJ. DALTON.... JEAN
DRUMMONDis researching for Al-
berta H. Burke, Inc. . . . MARION
CURRYstarted work at the Clopay
Corporation, and soon afterwards
announced her engagement to
GEORGEFOSTER,also Bus.Ad. '41.
. .. Enough about the girls and the
fact that they are all getting mar-
ried; there are still a few boys left
in so-called "civilian work." ...
RALPH BLOOMand MARTINLITT-
MAN,both Ch.E., are registered in
the Graduate school here, Martin
in the Basic Science Lab, and Ralph
in the Chemistry Department.
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c. B. HOFFMANN
Associate Professor of 'Electrical Engineering

AN ENGINEER LOOKS AT COLOMBIA

COLOMBIA, a northern country of South Ame-
rica, is one of the richest in natur.al resources.

Ordinarily, not as much is heard of this country
as of Argentine, Brazil, or Peru, owing to the fact
that it is inhabited by a satisfied people not in
continual turmoil of political revolutions. Colom-
bia is a relatively small country of an area about
twice the size of Texas with only nine million
natives. There is plenty of work and plenty of
food to go round. The country itself is now the
world's largest producer of platinum, is high up
in the scale of production of gold and silver, and
has practically all known minerals in abundance,
including vast stores of oil.
Colombia is divided into fourteen separate

states, each entirely different in character and
also in characteristics of the people living in each.
Three of the states have ports on the Pacific
Ocean. The other eleven join the famous Mag-
dalena River which flows from the Caribbean Sea
due south and divides the country into halves.
Each of these states has a port on the river from
which either a railroad or a highway runs to its
capitol. From there, short highways lead to some
of the smaller communities. At present, there are
no means of communication between the various
states except via the river, so that transportation
of commodities is extremely slow. 'I'here is a great
deal of aviation in Colombia. The people probably
have traveled more plane miles than those of any
other South American country, because air travel
is the only quick way one can get around. To illu-
strate, it takes approximately eight days on the
river boat through the tropical jungles to get from
Barranquilla, the principal seaport of the Carib-
bean, to Salgar, the river port of Bogota, the na-
tional Capitol. It then requires a little over ten
hours on the railroad to go 170 miles from Salgar
to Bogota, so that this trip almost invariably
takes nine days. Each day, however, is extremely
interesting for the traveller who enjoys unusual
scenery.
At Salgar I was quite amazed when I looked at

the train which was to take us to Bogota. I had
expected to find an old, dilapidated, WOOd-burning
engine, but in place, found a magnificent German
oil-burner. I immediately wondered why, with an
engine of this caliber, average speeds of only aboat
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17 miles an hour were maintained. After a short
ride I soon learned. Between Salgar, the port, and
Bogota the Capitol, the train crossed approxi-
mately six ridges of the Andes. The beginning of
the trip is at some 800 feet elevation, and the end
of the trip is approximately 9000 feet, and the
traveller has been three times to elevations of
over 12,000 feet. There are very few tunnels, so
that the train just has to wind over ridge after
ridge of these high mountains. After travelling
on this train, one wonders how they really did
make the distance in that time. Flying from Bar-
ranquilla to Bogota requires just a trifle under
four hours, but of course, much scenery is missed
in that way.
The country has all altitudes from sea level to

'extremely high elevations. 'I'he principal interior
cities' are all located on high plateaus. Bogota
lies at about 9000 feet, and one needs heat in the
room at night 365 times a year. This seems to be
a condition which delights the women, as they
can wear their furs every night to' the opera or
other so~ial functions. The days are quite warm
and uniform throughout the year as you are only
some twelve degrees from the equator. Some of
the other principal cities, such as Medellin, Cali,
and Popayan, are even closer to the equator but
are higher, so that living conditions in the cities
are not at all unpleasant.
With the variation of altitude naturally comes

a great variety of food. One can have anything
from the finest of tropical fruits to apples and
berries, which would grow only in northern Can-
ada. Below the Andes are the great llanos or
plains covering thousands of square miles. Part
of these are swamp lands in which an abundance
of rice is raised, and other areas are comparable
to the best grazing land anywhere in the world.
This, naturally, makes fine meat available.
With all of these resources, Colombia, up to the

present time, has lived almost within itself. The
people have had everything that they have needed
for their primitive type of life and their simple
wants. They export their ores and fine coffee in
exchange for the outside commodities that they
need. The present emergency has made the pro-
curing of- the manufactured articles for modern
life almost' impossible here. There is no steel with
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which to build. There is no copper or aluminum
to repair the power lines which supply the cities
and the mines, in case of failure. I was told that
there was not a foot of copper wire available in
the city of Bogota last September. This has caused
a halt on all building and production.

Within the last several years, railroads have
been started not only joining the cities together
but also paralleling the river, so that rail trans-
portation will be available to the Atlantic coast.
Highways are also under construction, one on each
side of the Magdalena River along its entire
course. Others throughout the country will join
the various cities and mines. While these high-
ways are not what we would class as even good
country roads, they are a beginning, and need
only time and money for expansion into fine high-
ways. This construction program and the present
emergency shortage have caused the Colombians
to start building small rolling mills with which
to recondition their scrap steel, and smelteries to
take care of other metals.

LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

This is truly a land of promise for the young
engineer. It is a pioneer country just on the point
of great industrial development. A number of
industrialists throughout the country declared
that general engineers are needed. Their conten-
tion is that the average American engineer is too
much of a specialist to function in a pioneer coun-
try. They point out that the U.S.A. has a place for
specialists, because it is completely developed and
over-engineered. The type of engineer they need
is one who can set the broken arm of a laborer who
might have been in an accident or boss a bunch of
Indians repairing a power line, and the next half
hour probably go into a machine shop, such as it
is, .and make up a temporary new part to replace a
broken one, to say nothing of being able to read
and digest the usual American market letters,
governing local operations accordingly. They are
willing to pay very high salaries in American
money to engineers meeting these qualifications.
I can see that they are justified in having abso-
lutely no patience with a one-line engineer. Each
day's work may be entirely different from the
preceding day's work. Living conditions naturally
vary from place to place, and the engineer must
meet all conditions with a smile.

For the young engineer who is willing to forget
that his sole purpose in life is only electricity or
engines or -surveying or business, yet has a good
knowledge of all of these, and is willing to pioneer
in a rapidly developing country, Colombia seems to
be a real EI Dorado.
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LET1STALK ABOUT THE WEATHER
(Continued from page 8)

would not appear on the usual weather map. They
were sketched in by the meteorologist after a care-
ful, study of the sudden changes in the pressure,
temperature, sky coverage, wind, and moisture
content. As we saw before, fronts inform us of
the mixing of different kinds of air, that is, "air
masses." Two very important types of the latter
over North America are the dry, cold "Polar Con-
tinental" and the moist, warm, "Tropical Mari-
time." Cold, and also moist, air is known as
either "Polar Pacific" or "Polar Atlantic," de-
pending upon the position of its source region.
Polar Atlantic air is very important to Western
Europe and the British Isles.

Among the many facts which can be gleaned
from a study of this map may be mentioned the
incursion of a tongue of cold, dry air (a "Polar
Continental air mass") from the Northwest.
Throughout North Dakota and Minnesota the
skies are clear, and the temperature is far below
the freezing-point. The center of a prominent
"low" is in Ontario, whence a warm front, to the
leeward of which there is general precipitation,
extends southeastward through New England.
There is a "high" off the Carolinas, drawing in
warm and moist air from the Atlantic to feed the
regions to the West and North. The sky is pre-
dominantly overcast throughout the states found
within the "warm sector" between the cold and
warm fronts. The Cincinnati temperature is about
forty degrees Fahrenheit, and the wind is South.

MOVEMENT OF "WEATHER"

With such a weather map as this before him, as
well as those for several preceding days, the fore-
caster must estimate the movement of "the weath-
er," i. e., the movements of the air masses and the
highs and lows. On some maps the air masses are
identified by individual symbols, such as cP for
"Polar Continental," and mT for "Tropical Mari-
time." Fronts give an indication of the boundary
of an air mass, and the type of precipitation or
cloud formation gives additional clue as to the
kind of front. Thus with a warm front there is
likely to be an extended area over which a steady
rain is falling; with a cold front there is probably
a more restricted area characterized by rain of the
shower type. Warm air forced up during the ad-
vance of a cold wedge will cool and condense its
moisture-either as cloud or as rain. Warm air
overrunning a cold w-edge will likewise rise and
lose its moisture. When previous maps for con-
secutive days indicate that there has been a gen-
eral eastward motion of highs and lows following
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a regular s qu ce, it is fairly safe to assume that
the position of a given high or low in the next
twenty-four hours can be predicted with consider-
able accuracy. Bowie and Weightman 'have cal-
culated the seasonal movement of a low pressure
area to vary from 718 miles per day in the winter
to 477 miles per day in the summer, or an annual
average motion of 588 miles per day taking into
account the four seasons. The corresponding
figures for a high pressure area are 594, 485, and
530. In general, the lows and highs travel east-
ward since the atmosphere, in which they are
simply huge, nearly flat eddies, itself moves east-
ward with the earth, though lagging behind the
latter. Where isobars are closest together there
will be the greatest pressure gradient and most
likely the greatest winds, but the movement of
the weather, so largely dependent upon pressure
variation, is determined more by the barometric
"tendency," or the change in pressure with time
at the given station. By noting the amount and
direction of the pressure variation during the past
three hours, it is possible to gain a clue as to how
fast and in what direction the abnormality in, the
atmosphere is moving. In general, the direction is
parallel to a line joining the regions of maximum
pressure rise and maximum pressure fall. Hence
a high moves towards rising pressure and a low
moves toward falling pressure. Oddly enough, as
long ago as 1676 a statement was found in the
writings of Pascal that observations made upon
the variations of the height of the mercury in a
barometer with weather changes "can be very
useful to farmers, travellers, etc., to learn the
present state of the weather, and that which is to
follow immediately." In making a forecast the
meteorologist must determine what temperature
changes will take place and what and where will
be the precipitation, if any, during the passage
of the front. Weather Bureau forecasters are de-
pending to a greater extent than previously upon
upper air data and the analysis of air masses, and
more and more is being learned about the life
history and the complicated, though definite, struc-
ture of the huge atmospheric whirlpool known as
the "low" or extra-tropical cyclone. Forecasts of
weather a day or two in advance are now a feasi-
ble attainment, but accurate weekly forecasts or
those over a season are, of necessity, impossible
to prepare with the present state of our knowledge.

Since 1908, the University of Cincinnati has
been interested in problems concerned with the
physics of the air. In that year Professor Allen
began research upon the radioactivity of the
atmosphere over the city. On several .occasions
grants have been given to the Department of
Physics by the Carnegie Institution to defray ex-
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p nses of work done here or in the field. During
the past two years the federal government has
been sponsoring a unit of the Civilian Pilot Train-
ing-Program of the C.A.A. at the University, with
Major Bradley Jones, Professor of Aeronautics,
as Coordinator. Ground school instruction in
meteorology has been given by the Department
of Physics.

Somewhat different in kind from the candidates
for the pilot's license are the persons who come
to the University as bona fide students in the
College of Liberal Arts, intending to pursue a
four-year course leading to the bachelor's degree.
The demand for specialists in the field of meteor-
ology having grown with the rapid development
of commercial aviation and the defense program,
the University is this fall offering an undergrad-
uate course to those students who are contemplat-
ing either entrance into aeronautics or graduate
work in meteorology. Some who complete the
course will undoubtedly seek employment with
the Weather Bureau. The elective subjects taken
by these Liberal Arts students have been chosen by
the Department of Physics as most helpful in
future specialization in meteorology. These tech-
nical courses include mathematics (through dif-
ferential equations and vector analysis), general
physics, meteorology, geography, climatology, na-
vigation, astronomy, hydrodynamics, advanced
heat, intermediate mechanics, theoretical physics,
and scientific German. Needless to say, the regu-
lar courses in meteorology that have been given
heretofore to Liberal Arts students and to aero-
nautical engineers will be continued.

THE "CLOUD CHAMBER"
During the past year apparatus has been de-

vised in the Department of Physics to illustrate
fog formation, and the deposition and dissipation
of dew. As indicated in the accompanying photo-
graph, a glass box was constructed having three
compartments, separated by walls having large
perforations and a metallic window (which can
be opened from outside the box). In one compart-
ment (at the extreme left) "dry ice" chills the air
to a low temperature, while a drier at the same
time removes the moisture. In the other compart-
ments jars of water make the air in those regions
very humid. An electric blower operates to blow
the warm, moist air into the cold, dry compart-
ment. Fog results in the latter, while dew forms
upon the walls of the other two sections. Through
an outside control, an electric heater dissipates the
dew in the middle compartment by warming the
air. In this apparatus the class can see (1) how
dew forms by the impact of moisture-laden air

(Continued on page 32)
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CINCINNATI. DEFENSECENTER
(Continued from page 10)

problem before it, but it has accomplished its tasks
rapidly and efficiently because its work has had
to be finished before others' work could begin.

The "Queen City" is a queen in more ways than
one. In particular, led by one of the largest and
most famous concerns of this type, she is the cen-
ter of the machine tool industry. Hence, she is now
in the floodlights of the grim stage set for prepara-
tion against lightning war, for virtually every-
thing produced in the United States has been, di-
rectly or indirectly, the product of machine tools,

A.RMAMENT
Per 10,000 Combat Troops

1918 1941
80 Machine Guns 200

273 Automatic Rifles.................. 257
4,597 Infantry Rifles 4,755

9 155 111mHowitzers 8
None 105 nun Howitzers................ 25

17 75 mrn Guns None
4 37 111mGuns N011e

None Anti-Tank Weapons 47
13........................ Mortars 80

and Cincinnati is furnishing approximately 35 per
cent of the nation's machine tools. The national
total for machine tool orders amounted to $200,.
000,000 in 1939, $450,000,000 in 1940, and are
expected to reach an unbelievable record of $750,- .
000,000 in 1941.

We of Cincinnati are especially proud of the
fact that our city is playing such an important role
in defense, but as a speaker put it, "To say more
of machines and machine tools here in Cincinnati
would be carrying coals to Newcastle." Hence, it
is appropriate to say that as the hub of a wheel
is the center of its activities, so is Cincinnati the
center of our great national defense effort.

MATHEMATICS OF MUSIC
( Can tin ned from page 13)

with our present 12-tone scale. Progress always
seems to tend toward greater complexity.

The number 53 was chosen because it happens
that 53 fifths are nearly equal to 31 octaves', the'
error being only about one-sixth of that occuring
in the 12-tone scale. A 41-tone scale is also almost
perfect in this respect, but this scale does not con-
tain many 5:4 consonances-major thirds-as
does the 53-tone arrangement. The common tones
as they occur in the 53-tone scale seem to resemble
most closely those of the Pythagorean scale.

The tables do not contain values for any chro-
matic notes. If they had, another interesting side-
light would have presented itself. Whereas in the
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• Correct, conventional, simplified drawings of all the most widely
used bolts, nuts, rivets, and other standard machine fasteners are
shown in the "R B & W Handbook of Common Machine Fasteners,"
a 16-page booklet that will be sent to you free upon request. This
handy reference, which will fit inside your drawing instrument
case, contains no actual dimensions nor specifications, but is offered
merely as a guide for the proper representation of standard
fasteners on assembly and detail drawings.

More than 30,000 students, instructors, and professional drafts-
men have already received this booklet. Just drop a card to our
Port Chester address.

R 8 & W, lor 96 years a leader in the development 01 industrial
fastenings, manufactures a complete line of bolts, nuts, rivets, and
other threaded fastenings of all standard and many special types.

.FOR VISITORS WHO WANT A
DOWNTOWN LOCATION IN

RESIDENTIAL
QUIET

Three choice locations - the Rex for
downtown-the Yorba for automobile
tourist visitors- the Roosevelt,opposite
Michigan Central station. Fine facilities.
Real hospitality. All three from $1.50.

THESE -SHOTELS
UNDER THE SAME MANAGEMENT

Offer Everything a Traveller
could desire-at moderate cost

HOTEL ROOSEVELT
2250 FOURTEENTH ST.

HOTEL YORBA
4020 W. LAFAYETTE SI

10 minutes from downtown
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mean-tone scale the "sharped" notes would be
higher in pitch than the "flatted" notes (D# higher
than E>, for example), in the scale built out of
perfect fifths, as the Pythagorean was, the oppo-
site is true. This arises from the fact 'that the
mean-tone fifth, having the frequency ratio
1.49535, is smaller than the even-tempered fifth,
of ratio 1.4983, while the perfect fifth, with the
ratio 1.5000, is larger.

Therefore the next time you find yourself at a
College Symphony Concert where a dainty tid-bit
by Stravinsky or Shostakovich sounds harsh to
your ears, you will know that it is probably be-
cause you hear the dissonances inherent in the
scale itself in addition to those created by the
composer. In other words, your musical ear is too
classical to appreciate modern composition. How-
ever, this fact is insufficient grounds for your later
exclaiming, "Aww, Beethoven, that tripe; I'd
rather have some jive!"

CO~OP ACTIVITIES
(Continued from page 19)

helpful in guiding them aright through a year of
work and fun. The Tribunal of Applied Arts,
whose president is Jim Alexander, sponsored an
Ice Cream Mixer Party in Swift Hall, and after
that, all can vouch for the fact that everyone is
thoroughly mixed.

Late in September, the brown and white ribbons
of Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honorary,
appeared on the campus when eight upperclass-
men were pledged by the Ohio Beta Chapter. The
group included the following: Honor Juniors-Joe
Gump, Ch.E., Coop Engineer Coeditor; George
Pow, Ch.E., Coop Engineer Assistant Editor;
Harold Hemstreet, M.E.; and Harold Hancock,
E.E. Seniors included Gordon Holton, Ch.E.;
Howard Kirsch, Ch.E.; Russ Neidhamer, M.E.;
.Bob Kocher, C.E.; Bruce McCreary, M.E.; Fred-
erick Popp, E.E.; Frank Scrano, C.E.; and Lloyd
Whitesell, M.E. Both new and old members en-
joyed the dance given in honor of these new
initiates at the Kemper Lane Hotel in October.

GOING HOME FOR THANKSGIVING?
Save Money and Travel

BY

GREYHOUND LINES
Secure information and tickets

at
Men's Dormitory Office

On Campus
AV 9483 AV 9484
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GO WEST, YOUNG WOMA·N
(Continued from page 22)

and can become enemies, and are inclined to be
jealous about their mates and cry when illness or
death occurs. The girls are the aggressors in
making "best friends" with the boys, and later on,
the marriage ceremony is performed in the Chris-
tian custom by the Lutheran missionary. "Re-
vorces" are sometimes arranged through county
authorities, but these are very rare. There is a
high degree of morality when one considers the
environment in which the family lives, eats, and
sleeps.

Now that I am home, I am asked, "How did you
happen to teach Indians?" My September vacation
with relatives in Arizona last year was interrupted
by the acceptance of an appointment in the school
as a temporary teacher. The entire educational
set-up included 150 children from the beginners'
class to the tenth grade, five teachers, the school
bus driver, a janitor, and a cook. The last three
were Indians.

During the morning, I taught 23 third and
fourth grade children in the same room. Cooking
and sewing lessons were alternately given to the
girls from the third through the tenth grades in
the afternoon, during which time the boys were
given shop and agricultural instruction by the in-
dustrial arts teacher. The cook prepared the hot
noon meal that was served to all the children in
the school dining room. It was my duty to super-
vise the lunch room and plan the menus. The girls
were scheduled for duties of washing and drying
dishes, setting the tables, and assisting the teach-
ers in serving the food, as part of their home
economics instruction. Coaching the girls' ath-
letics was another sideline, and was more recrea-
tion than work. One of their favorite sports was
basketball.

(ED. NOTE: Miss Randolph played with the
enqineerinq and applied arts girls when they
ioon the Univers-ity championship in 1938.)

All of this story sounds like a far cry from busi-
ness administration, but the whole experience
was a challenge to one's resources and initiative.
It was a "long shot," but gave another co-ep an
opportunity to test her metal and use her common
sense.

Open Every Evening Except Tuesday and Thursday

JOHN SCHWARTZ
Fine Footwear

754-756 East McMillan Street, Walnut Hills
Phone WOodburn 9728

Vine-Norwood. North Norwood, Zoo-Eden Park and
Crosstown Cars Pass the Door
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A new book by LeBlond ... strikingly illustrated
with colorful murals • • • depicting in symbolic
realism the American scene yesterday, today,
and tomorrow.

T~e accompanying story is that of LeBlond
lathes which daily augment the vast horde of
whirling spindles throughout American industry.

Read it today. Copies
available in the Library,
Baldwin Hall.

The R. K. LeBlond
Machine Tool Co.

Cincinnati. Ohio

The original Babcocb & Wilcox
Wale,. Tllhe Boilerr- designed
in 1867-and a modern B&W
Boiler.

/'~

P~OGRESS OF POWER
Here are some of the major developments in the history
of steam generation since 1867:

Water-tube boiler> Pulverized coal firing > Welded
drums • Stud -rube, water-cooled furnace walls •
Open-pass boiler • Two-stage furnace • Slag-tap
furnace • Advances in working pressures, from
650 lb. in 1922 to 2500 lb. in 1940.

Each of these developments was either originated by
B&W or first made commercially acceptable by B&W,

FRIE 14-PAGE BOOKLET the oldest and largest manu-
"The Design of Water-Tube fa7turer of steam boilers in
Boiler Units". This liberally this country.
illustrated ~ooklet ~iscusses Much of the knowledge of
th~ ~actors Involved In deter- steam generation that is now
mining the proper type of . d .
steam generating unit for any Incorporate In yo~r own
given service. A copy will textbooks has been given to
be sent to you on request. the world by B&W engineers.

THE IAICOCK •• WILCOX COMPANY,., .• 5 LIBERTY STREET .••. NEW YORK. N. Y.



GLASS BLOCKS
(Continued from page 15)

viously, is sealed with an aluminous alloy which
is one of the few metals which bond with glass due
to both physical and chemical action. Each half is
placed open side down in a metal bath which is
deep enough so that only the edges of the glass
come in contact with the molten metal. The two
block halves are then assembled on an indexing
turntable and pressure-of about 0.2 of a pound per
square inch is exerted to aid the metallic bond. The
blocks are annealed 6 to 12 hours depending on
their size. Since the block is sealed when hot,
there is about a 65% total vacuum at normal tem-
peratures. This vacuum provides exceedingly good
insulation qualities. The blocks are carefully in-
spected electrically and defective ones are rejected.
A second bond is applied which is acid and water
resistant. A final thin coating of sand over the
bond completes the unit.

Since high-quality glass blocks were intro-
duced to builders in 1935, more than ten million
have been manufactured. This young industry has
every opportunity for continued expansion. Glass
block should take its place as a major building
material to add to the usefulness and beauty of
modern architecture.

LET1S TALK ABOUT THE WEATHER
(Continued fr orn page 28)

on a cool surface, (2) how warm sunshine can
dissipate dew by evaporation, and (3) how fog
and cloud can result from the mixture of warm,
moist air and cold air. A heavy coating of frost
forms on the surface of the pan which contains
the "dry ice," and hence a miniature snow storm
is often manifest by tapping the apparatus.

It is hoped that this very hasty gltmpse into the
problems in the realm of meteorology has been
sufficiently illuminating so that the reader will
realize the inherent difficulties, as well as the very
intriguing discoveries, that await further investi-
gation of the physics of the air.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
DAIRY CO .

Telephone, AVon 3116

2519 VINE STREET
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Leadership
is Recog n ized

To meet the shortage of accurate gages necessary to keep
America's defense program in high gear, the government
called on "G.T.D. Greenfield" to build additional plant ca-
pacity for the manufacture of these vital measuring tools.

What better- proof of the accuracy and reliability of tools
bearing the world-famous "G.T.D. Greenfield" trade mark
shown above? J

GREENFIELD TAP AND DIE CORPORATION GR~~;~~LD

I
TAPS • DIES • GAGES • TWIST DRILLS • REAMERS • SCREW PLATES • PIPE TOOLS

L. M. PRINCE CO.
4 WEST FOURTH ST.

• Headquarters for all

draughting and engi-

neering supplies.

• Special prices to all

i-he students of the Col-

. lege of Engineering at

the University.



What do you know
about electricity?

Check the correct answers to the
questions below and see how
many of these Westinghouse
engineering activities you know

LIGHTNING EXPERIMENT MASS SPECTROGRAPH BIGGEST GENERATORS

Recently, a Westinghouse engineer sat in This mass spectrograph, used by engineers Pictured above during construction is one
his car while a 3,000,000-volt bolt of arti- at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, of the three largest water-wheel generators
ficial lightning struck it. He was safe be- performs one of these functions: in the world. All three are Westinghouse-
cause the car body acts as: 1.Sorts atoms ac- 3. Produces U235 built. Each will produce 108,000 kva, and
I.A Helmholtz 3.A MaxwelFs demon cording to znass 4. Measures is made for:

bell 4. A Wilson cloud 2. Reveals spectra amoun t of oxy- 1.Boulder Darn 3. Dnieperstroy
2.A Faraday cage chamber of stars gen in air 2. Passamaquoddy 4. Grand Coulee

MECHANICAL MAN FAST X-RAY PRECIPITRON

This is the latest of a series of mechanical Westinghouse research engineers have de- The Westinghouse Precipitron removes
men made by Westinghouse engineers. He veloped a motion-stopping X-Ray that op- 95% of the solid matter from the air, in-
walks, talks, smokes cigarettes, raises his erates in: eluding particles as small as pollen, micro-
arms, counts on his fingers, distinguishes 1.200th of a second 3.100,OOOth of a scopic dust, and smoke. It works by:
red and green lights. His name is: 2. 40th of a second second I.Law of inverse 3. Infiltration
1. Volto 3. E1ektro 4.1,OOO,OOOthof a squares 4. Electrostatic
2. Mephisto 4. Saznbo second 2. Capillary action attraction

HOW DID YOU DO? '" 'X J; t- ~h
~e::e::~~:t~:;~~::~I:~~~t~~:~:~~;~~ V ves In ousedid O.K. If you got 5 out of 6 right, you 0
deserve a cum laude. If you got all of liTHE NAME THAT MEANS EVERYTHING ~

them right, you're amazing. IN ELECTRICITYu ~

ssaur 0l ~U!p.Io:>:>e
uOH:>e.I:ne :>Helso.Il:>~I3:· .. uO.l:qdp:>a.ld O.Il:>I~I3:... 0 UfJW IfJ3!ufJq3aw suroaa Sl.I0S . • ••• qdfJ.lfjo.lJ,3adS SSfJW

puooos U JO tIlOOO'OOO'I ... Al,l"H-X :j.srJ.!l ~~lno:>PUB1D ••• S.10Jt:?.1auaD :J.sa~~!H ~iJeJAepeJe~v'" :juawf.ladx3pu!u:Jl[P!7



within an electrically heated box. This prevents
seeping moisture from freezing on the antenna
during cold weather and interfering with the
normal patch of high-frequency current flow..

The antenna, at the top of a I 28-foot trans-
mitting tower in the heart of Schenectady,
relays the picture waves to G,.E.'s main trans-
mitting station in the Helderberg hills 12 miles
away.

On top of the box for relaying the accompany-
ing FM sound is another antenna which also
acts as a lightning rod to protect the tower
and relay equipment.

, KNOWI

IF THE steel for an automobile travelling
between Chicago and Los Angeles at 60 mph

was cold-rolled at a speed of 42 mph, how far
is it from Bangor, Maine, to Bankok?

So far as we know there's no answer to this
problem. But then, a few years ago there was
no answer to the problem of cold-rolling steel
strip at these speeds either.

G-E amplidyne control solved this problem,
enabling a Pennsylvania steel plant, the largest,
highest-powered cold-rolling mill for tin-mill
products in the world, to r911 out strip at
speeds up to 3850 feet per second, or more
than 43 miles per hour!

G-E motors to the tune of I 1,400 hp
respond to the precision control of G-E ampli-
dyne circuits in driving the rolls of the mill at
this speed.

RESEARCH INC.
How a heavy English bulldog and a brawny

Irish washerwoman substantiated the
findings of years of research is described with
an order for fifty miles of Formex wire recently
received by General Electric.

The customer was considering the use of
Formex wire as a substitute for wire whose
insulation had rotted after two or three years of
use, exposing the bare copper. The railroad's
signal engineer was "from Missouri" and wanted
to see for himself whether Formex wire insu-
la tion could «take it."

Two 50-foot lengths were strung up. One was
equipped with a metal ring, to which a bulldog
was attached on it leash. The other became a
washerwoman's clothesline. Several weeks
later, after the bulldog had tugged against every
inch of his wire and the washerwoman had
pinched her wire with clothespins from end to
end, the insulation of both lengths was still in
perfect condi tion.

TE1E80X
WHEN Dame Nature goes to work on a

television antenna with rain, sleet, and
snow, she can cause no end of transmission
trouble.

G-E television engineers, however, circum-
vent weather changes by housing the antenna

GENERAL. ELECTRI_~
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